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Abstract— The subway’s daily management and control are
too complicated to be handled by using traditional methods.
Based on the artificial systems, computational experiments, and
parallel execution (ACP) approach, the Parallel Transportation
Management and Control System for Subways (PTMS -Subway)
is proposed. First, the dynamic status perception and management platform for subways (SPMP-Subway) is constructed, and
artificial subway systems (ASS) are designed and constructed,
and then they are validated by the real-time data from SPMPSubway. Then, the design content and construction process
of computational experiments platform are performed. Finally,
through the interactions of parallel execution system between
actual subway and its ASS, a set of practical management
and control algorithms can be validated and improved. PTMSSubway can implement those advanced functions, such as realtime monitoring, warning, forecasting, scheduling optimization,
incidence management, and so on, to improve its reliability,
efficiency, safety, and service level. SPMP-Subway and PTMSSubway have been piloted in Subway Lines 1 and 2 in Suzhou,
China, and achieved the expected results and benefits successfully.
Index Terms— Subways, ACP approach, status perception,
artificial subway system, computational experiments platform,
parallel execution system.

I. I NTRODUCTION

T

HE subway has become the preferred choice of more
and more cities to relieve their traffic problems [1].
However, the subway is potentially a dangerous transport tool.
Normally, the subway generally travels in the enclosed space
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underground or on viaducts, which have such disadvantages
features as closeness, blocking resistance, highly intensive
personnel and equipment. Once emergent events happen, the
subway is often associated with unpredictable casualties and
property loss. In recent years, multiple subways’ casualties
have happened in subways all over the world. Therefore, how
to improve and assure subways’ safety and reliability is a
challenge R&D topic.
And, the subway’s operation is a very complicated process
and affected by many factors [2]. The traditional simulation
platforms are developed mainly on mathematical models of
physical subway system, unfortunately the influence of social
and personnel factors are seldom taken into consideration.
Moreover, the complex structure of subway system is intrinsically vulnerable to human ignorance of its operations and
management, as well as random disturbances from its local
and small damages and accidents. To deal with these humaninduced accidents, it is natural and important requirements to
model, analyze and manage the human factors of complex
subway system.
In this article, based on ACP approach, the Parallel
Transportation Management and Control System for Subways (PTMS-Subway) is designed and developed. The rest
context of the article is organized as follows: Section II
introduces the main contents and functions of PTMS-Subway;
Section III is about the pilot case study; finally, some
conclusions are drawn out in Section IV.
II. PARALLEL T RANSPORTATION M ANAGEMENT AND
C ONTROL S YSTEM FOR S UBWAYS (PTMS-S UBWAY )
ACP approach is a novel approach to model, analyze and
control complex systems which are difficult or even impossible
to be modeled or controlled by traditional methods [3]–[9].
Based on it, the Parallel Transportation Management and
Control System for Subways (PTMS -Subway) is designed
and developed to solve the management and control of
complex subway system. Firstly, the Status Perception and
Management Platform (SPMP -Subway) is designed, which
not only provides the monitoring tool and automatic parameter
measurement for daily operation, but also provides dynamic
data for the construction of PTMS-Subway. Then, the Artificial
Subway System (ASS) is constructed by considering the
various factors of actual subway system, using agent modeling
method and large-scale computer modeling technique. Then,
based on ASS, Computational Experiments Platform (CEP) is
constructed for many kind of experiments, so the subway’s
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Fig. 1.
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The system architecture of SPMP-Subway.

evolution characteristics in normal and non-normal states
can be understood, and the better management and control
methods can be generated and assessed for possible usages.
Finally, Parallel Execution System (PES) is constructed for
the interactive execution between the actual subway system
and ASS, to adaptively optimize the actual subway system by
using the evolution characteristics and the better management
and control methods found by ASS and CEP.

Fig. 2.

The relevant static data of subway.

Fig. 3.

Agent model library management module of ASS.

A. Dynamic Status Perception and Management
Platform (SPMP-Subway)
The subway’s dynamic data can be collected and measured
by SPMP-Subway (Figure 1), which is also a fundamental
part for PTMS-Subway. With the help of the platform, many
dynamic parameters about the subway’s passenger flow at and
outside subway stations, and in subway trains can be measured
and analyzed automatically, including pedestrian counting, and
crowd flow quantity & density & speed [10]–[11]. It can
also detect unusual events, like congestion, assault, fighting,
illegal gatherings, and strange items left behind. These analysis
results are then saved into the central historical database, and
the quantitative parameters can be shown on monitor screen,
and can be provided to construct, validate, and optimize
PTMS-Subway.
A novel part-based pedestrian detection approach with a
stochastic grammar model is applied to handle the pedestrian
appearance and pose variations at subway stations or in trains.
And a new stochastic grammar model, AND-OR graph model,
is introduced to represent the human body as an assembly of
compositional and reconfigurable parts, which are described by
their geometric configurations as well as type attributes. Thus,
the detection task is converted into the human parsing problem,
which is a Bayesian inference process. This appearance model
enhances the Histogram of Gradients (HoG) map with Active
Basis Model (ABM), which is a sparse deformable template
depicting salient structures of objects. Then, geometry constraints among parts are described by Gaussian distributions.
Finally, the bottom-up parsing inference is conducted by
aggregating scores to get the pedestrian detection responses.
B. Artificial Subway System (ASS)
By considering personnel, trains, tracks, stations and other
elements of subway, ASS is constructed, including:

•

The relevant static data of subway can be summarized as
Figure 2, which is measured, and then can be saved into
the database and rule base in advance.

•

Agent model library manager (Figure 3) has those
functions like registration management, library management and application management.

•

Infrastructure manager has those functions like urban
management, graphics editor of subway stations and lines,
signal machines and transponder management, station
management, trackside equipment management, metrobarrier-door management, and so on.
Passenger manager has those functions like the process
modeling of passenger’s getting in and out stations,
traveling, transferring and evacuation.
Train manager includes train type, line and parameter,
and, EMU (Electro Motive Unit), running parameters, etc.
Train schedule manager manages train timetable, dwell
time and train marshalling information, and so on.

•

•
•
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Fig. 5.

Fig. 4.
•

Environmental manager of ASS.

Environmental manager (Figure 4) includes social,
natural, malfunction, and technological environments.

•

Scene manager is a specific experimental scene manager,
which includes more than 50 scenes.
• Monitoring manager monitors the subway’s trains,
stations, lines, and so on, to provide those parameters
about its operation, train diagram, chain and track
occupancy, line load, station and line fault.
• Analysis and evaluation manager analyzes the experimental data and evaluates the statistical indicators at different
computational segments.
• Emergency manager manages equipment failures, large
passenger evacuation and other emergency situations.
ASS can be applied mainly for such areas as demand
analysis and planning, lines and stations operational capability
analysis, the analysis and optimization of train timetables,
system fault simulation and analysis, emergency response
analysis, and train operations evaluation.
C. Computational Experiments Platform (CEP)
CEP is a repeatable simulation platform built upon ASS, and
it is also a scenario generator that can create actual and virtual
experiments scenes simultaneously. CEP can evaluate the test
results of different schemes, including the validity of operation
schemes under different flow distribution, the rationality of the
emergency management solutions, and the profitability of the
subway’s line planning. CEP can also optimize the actual subway system and avoid accidents in normal circumstances, and
improve the emergency management capabilities in abnormal
circumstances. It can provide the strong guidance to greatly
improve subway’s management efficiency, train operation’s
safety, and passengers’ service quality. Figure 5 simulates the
situation of a subway station, in which the yellow and blue
dots represent the passengers who are getting in and out this
station, respectively.

The evacuation display at a subway station of CEP.

CEP can run offline or online. In offline mode, CEP provides
a virtual learning and training environment. In online mode,
the subway’s managers can quickly and effectively grasp its
running states, and take the suitable responses in real time.
1) CEP Design and Development: CEP is designed and
developed as a repeatable test platform. All experiment
programs, calculation data, and evaluation parameters are
recorded and filed to build appropriate libraries, database,
and database management system, to provide data support
for subsequent repeated trials. CEP accepts scenario input
directly from end-users or scenario library. After instantiating
the related scenario interaction mechanism and control rules,
the needed data is forwarded to the event-driven simulation
engines to execute the computational experiment. The experiment results are saved in chronological order to facilitate
the relationship analysis of between triggering events and
triggered events. In detail, CEP includes the following three
modules.
a) Environment settings module: It prepares the basic
components of environment setting before experiments. The
main contents include:
• Urban planning generator can set traffic infrastructure,
infrastructure planning, population information, etc..
• Management generator can set subway timetable, departure intervals, train scheduling, temporary speed limits
and other traffic management information, etc.
• Environment generator can set weather, accident, and
large-scale activities, etc.
• Experimental scenario generator can set different
experimental scenes according to above generators.
b) Experiment simulator module: This module is used
to generate different experiment scenes with the needed
experimental conditions. The main contents include:
• to select experiment type.
• to generate and select experimental scenes.
• to select experimental methods.
• to generate experiment list and show experimental data.
• to start and execute the experiment, and display each
progress.
• information statistics and animation playback.
c) Experiment results evaluation and analysis module:
This module includes:
• Evaluation indicator system specifies the different
assessment types and their integrated indicators system.
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Fig. 6.
•

Main contents of Computational Experiments.

Experimental results evaluation offers a wide-ranging
evaluation system including such aspects as technology,
economy, environment, social and urban development,
traffic regulations, and incident management.
• Experimental results analysis analyzes the traffic
influence of different experimental conditions under the
evaluation indicator system.
• Knowledge base for experimental results analysis generates and stores the experimental analysis report.
2) Main Contents of Computational Experiments: The main
contents of computational experiments can be summarized as
Figure 6.
a) The experiments of daily operation evaluation:
• Train operation including departure intervals, over -speed
protection, temporary speed limit, inertial points, speeddistance curve, energy saving and emission reduction.
• The subway’s passenger services including line marking, equipment implementation, sanitation, hospitality
services, and fare collection system.
• The subway’s maintenance support system including line
security guarantee, track equipment maintenance, station
equipment, and power supply facilities.
• The subway’s organizational planning including staff
formation, and the adjustment of the operation chart.
b) The experiments of subway line planning: The
construction and operation of a subway line is very expensive.
So, planning a new subway line needs to carefully consider
various factors including the aims of the subway line, the
direction of the main passenger flow, the construction of
subway network, as well as urban future development. Based
on CEP, the various impaction aspects of a new subway
line can be analyzed and predicted in advance, including the
mitigation capabilities of passenger pressure, the impact on
the surrounding environment, the construction conditions and
interference, and the operational efficiency.
c) The experiments of emergency and their knock-on
effects: Unexpected emergencies can be caused by natural
environment factors, improper operation, health and safety
accidents, and so on. The group behaviors emerged in these
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events can be generated and reflected on CEP, so CEP can
predict many emergencies, and provide the suitable implementation suggestion of emergency management.
3) The Processes of Computational Experiments: The main
processes of computational experiments are described as
follows:
Step 1: Analyze clearly the research object, target
content, sector participation, participation functions and staff
responsibilities.
Step 2: According to the key sectors and the main participants involved, to develop a variety of experimental programs,
and establish a logical and physical framework of the program
model.
Step 3: Conduct experiments scenes: set urban planning
generator, management generator and environment generator, and some experimental scene generator, and select the
correct parameters about database, data management server,
algorithm, management data, environment data, scene data,
hardware and software interface.
Step 4: Set experiment simulator, and find controllable and
uncontrollable factors according to the analysis results, adjust
the parameters and settings of the appropriate personnel and
equipment.
Step 5: Repeat the above processes (steps) until the optimal
solution or the program is found for the actual subway system.
Step 6: Evaluate, analyze the experimental results, and make
the correct decision.
Step 7: Repeat the above processes (steps) until the optimal
solution can be found.
Step 8: Store and analyze the operation results.
4) Comprehensive Evaluation System (CES): Different
evaluation index hierarchies reflect the different evaluation
levels or aspects. To realize the purpose of CES, its specific
evaluation index hierarchies (T-Ck matrix) can be configured
out by selecting every index and giving its relative importance
degree according to the expert’s experimental analysis.
D. Parallel Execution System (PES)
PES can help actual subway system execute the
management and control algorithm obtained with ASS and
CEP, and feedback the gap (error) between the actual result
and the desired effect to ASS and CEP for the next round optimization of the management and control algorithm (Figure 7).
The repeated process of parallel executions can achieve the
adaptive optimization of actual subway system. With the
help of SPMP-Subway, PES can monitor the actual subway
system, and grasp its state changes in real-time, adjust the
optimal solution running on ASS constantly, test and evaluate
the optimal solution on CEP, eventually to achieve the new
management and control algorithm suitable for current running
state of actual subway system. Through PES, the real-time and
effective management and control of actual subway systems
can be realized to improve its safety and efficiency.
1) Parallel Management System (PMS): PMS can
efficiently manage and control those individual units in
actual subway system (Figure 8). It takes the decomposed
independent units as the object, such as power supply unit,
control unit and communication unit. It can also efficiently
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Fig. 8.

Management and control functions of PMS.

economical efficiency of the designated emergency programs.
PEMS can also realize the interaction and collaboration of
the actual subway system and its ASSs, to improve the crisis
management level, and reduce life and property loss.
III. P ILOT C ASE OF SPMP-S UBWAY AND PTMS-S UBWAY

Fig. 7.

Parallel execution of subway management.

manage and control the subway’s subsystem, such as train
control systems, equipment unit, station signal system, and
station personnel management. PMS can schedule and manage
the subway lines or subway network, where the running trains,
equipment and all involved personnel (managers, drivers, and
passengers) can be managed and controlled efficiently, to
achieve the operational goals of safety, high-efficiency and
energy-saving.
2) Parallel Training System (PTS): is for personnel training,
including management and control optimization in subway’s
normal operations, and emergency response solution under
subway’s unusual circumstances.
3) Parallel Evaluation System (PES): is for employee
management, including subway’s operating optimization,
the generation, evaluation, display, execution, analysis, and
optimization of subway’s management and control.
4) Parallel Emergence Management System (PEMS):
PEMS is applied for emergency training, verification,
assessment, management and control. By using the different
emergency scenarios generated on CEP, PEMS can train and
enhance the needed abilities of different staff, to help them
be familiar to the emergencies finding, processing and their
responsibilities and commitments. Through repetitive reproduction scenes, PEMS improves their ability level of handing
emergency, and makes them to respond effectively all kinds of
emergencies. By setting scenes via ASS and CEP, the feasibility and effectiveness of emergency plan under various types
of extreme situations can be verified to provide reference for
selecting the suitable emergency plan. With the help of CEP,
PEMS can assess the completeness, operability, effectiveness,

The SPMP-Subway and PTMS-Subway have been piloted
for the management and control of subway line 1
(24 stations) & line 2 (22 stations), Suzhou, China [11].
SPMP-subway is composed of three layers, i.e. urban
subway police headquarter, police station, and police office
in every station. A terminal is built at every subway
station, which manages about 10 spherical pickup cameras
and 15 fixed cameras. Through automatic detection and intelligent analysis and management platform, all cameras can be
uniformly integrated and controlled at any time to realize
comprehensive, all-weather, quantitatively and automatically
monitoring, tracking, automatic recording, alarming and
analyzing (Figure 9). With SPMP-Subway, more than
30% staff for subway’s management has been saved, and
many administration works can then be realized, like automatically measuring these key parameters from subway’s
videos, providing the needed status data for PTMS-Subway
and other purposes. Before manual measurement of these key
parameters normally was executed once every 6-12 hours,
now the automatic measurement can be executed once every
1-5 minutes. So, the management efficiency and intelligence
level of subway have been improved greatly.
PTMS-Subway provides an advanced management and
control platform for the subway system. It is applied for the
daily management, planning, construction, operation, prediction, optimization and other aspects of the complex subway
system to improve their safety and efficiency:
a) It can achieve the management, prediction and optimization of subway station and its surrounding traffic environment,
including the transfers between different subway lines, the
transfers between subway station and other traffic tools
(bus station, railway station, airport, and harbor), and the
collaborative optimization of subway and other traffic tools.
Then, every passenger can save transfer time more than
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service, and improve the reliability and safety level of the
complex subway system.
IV. C ONCLUSIONS

Fig. 9.

SPMP-Subway in Suzhou subway lines.

The daily operations management and crisis management
are the most important topics of the complex subway system.
Based on ACP approach, the PTMS-Subway is proposed,
designed, developed and piloted in this paper, including
such components as SPMP-Subway, ASS, CEP and PES.
PTMS-Subway provides such powerful functions as monitoring, forecasting, warning, incident management, and real-time
scheduling, so it can be applied to improve the reliability,
efficiency, safety, and service level of the complex subway
system.
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